In Literacy we will:


Summer 2 Learning in

be segmenting and blending cvcc and
ccvc words such as tent, bump, spin

Reception:

and flat.


use our detective skills to answer
questions about what we have read.



Amazing animals!

focus on using finger spaces between
words.



In PE we will:


learn how to make small games.



learn how to follow the rules of
games involving equipment.



competition.


remember to use a capital letter at the



at the end.
practise the cursive letters in our names.



write a story to show our new teachers.

count groups of objects in 2, 5 and 10.



find one more and one less than

develop our skills of controlling
equipment when we are on the move
such as a tennis ball on a racket or a
football being controlled with our feet.

In Maths we will:


learn about the different uses of the
equipment we have got.

beginning of our writing and a full stop


learn how to take part in a



develop our aiming skills so we can be
accurate with a small target.

numbers to 20 and write number
sentences for them.


Homework will be sent out on a Friday,

read number sentence and make

please return by the following Wednesday.

representations of it using objects.


practise our skills in addition and
subtraction.




practise adding by holding the first



take part in transition and meet our new teacher.

measure a range of objects in standard



have a school picnic on the moor and meet new friends.

and nonstandard units.



meet the new Reception children and be good friends and

start to count beyond 20 up to 100.



share groups of objects.



double numbers to 10.

Use Sing Up and Music Express
linked to our topics



Learn about musical instruments and
how they can be played in different
ways

look at different jobs people do and what they have to do.



look at new life and new life in the world.



go to the farm and learn what farmers have to do.



be brave and try new things such as holding animals and
collecting eggs.



see how the seasons change on a farm



learn about baby animals and their mothers and what their

In Art and Design we will




be able to plan what to make.
follow a design when creating a model.
carefully select the materials we need to make the model look as we want
it to.




to

learn, practise and rehearse songs

role models to them.


When learning about the world we will:

mothers need to do to look after them.



As members of our community we will:

number in our head and counting on.



As musicians we will:

be confident with colour mixing.
create representations of animals we have seen and are learning about.

